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About This Content

A while back, we set you all the web blingizens up with some golden versions of Killing Floor favorites. Time to expand your
bling collection!

Key features:

 

Golden AA12: The most powerful shotgun we've got. Full auto. Mag
reload. Eats Zeds for breakfast. Now available in the most gorgeous filigreed gold finish!

 

Golden Chainsaw: For those moments when just chainsawing a
Fleshpound's head off isn't enough...

 

Golden Deagles: Gold camo. The must-have for every serious game-
playing gangsta wannabe. Dual gold camo hand-cannons - what else do we need to say?

 

Golden Flamethrower: The flamethrower for the rich and famous.
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Well, rich, famous and with very dubious taste. Like a flamethrower is tasteful anyway?
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Title: Killing Floor - Golden Weapon Pack 2
Genre: Action
Developer:
Tripwire Interactive
Publisher:
Tripwire Interactive
Franchise:
Tripwire Interactive
Release Date: 3 Jul, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB DX9 Compliant

Hard Drive: 2 GB free hard drive space

Sound: DX 8.1 Compatible Audio

English
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Desolate Wastes: Vendor Chronicles is a bit of a different take on the post-apocalyptic genre than we're used to. Sure it's still
dreary and gray but rather than fighting your way through hordes of monsters you're running a small shop. You still gotta mow
down a few baddies along the way but most of your time is spent dealing with customers either requesting a specific type of gun
or trying to sell you something they found. You can negotiate the price and if you attempt to get a better deal, you usually have
to play a game. The game consists of a circle and an arrow spinning around it - land in the small colored section and you're one
step closer to getting a good deal. The harder the deal the more times you need to land in the correct spot - each time getting
smaller and faster.

As you make money from your deals you get the opportunity to build a few more items and add them to your shop. Things such
as a bar or gambling table - things that will net you extra money and allow you to hire some extra muscle to protect you. And
you'll need it as the game gets a bit more difficult and you may find yourself rushing to finish things and making a few errors
here and there.

Desolate Wastes isn't the prettiest game. It isn't the most intuitive. But there's something charming and fun about it - at least for
awhile. If you're into resource management or trading type games then this will probably be something that interests you. It's not
gonna break the bank and you'll most likely get your money's worth.

My first (poor) attempt at it: https:\/\/youtu.be\/FwF4tEnvfl8. Sorry to say it as I was so excited for it, but this game is just not
fun to play and didn't live up to the hype. I backed this game... the level of disappoint was pretty high.

I love Neil Gaiman and the concept was there, they just didn't manage to pull this off.. Didn't expect to like this, but booy this is
an amazing game to play. The story, the stats, items, all it's getting along awesome. I love this game so far and I recomend it.. I
am NOT sure where to begin. I bought this game in hopes that a family member and I may play it together, that is NOT going to
happen. I can not even get the game to actually start playing. The install errored, and after trying four times the game started up
but in a small 800x600 (maybe) window. the opening screen, a Typhoon jet flying at differing camera views, will NOT stop
playing. I am unsable to start an actual game and control the airplane. Also, the graphics are on par with a Win98 game.

  If you can buy this at 80% off ~and~ you feel like trying to troublshoot the issues, give it a go. It "might" be some fun.. I
cannot give this game a good review even though i do like a good twin stick shooter which this sadly is not,the main problem is
you cannot see what the hell is hitting you half the time,you can shoot a big asteroid from half a screen away and the bits that fly
off come straight to the side of you every time its stupid and really annoying.

The levels which have planets you cant see enemy missles clearly enough or enemies for that matter,the side of the arena is hard
to tell where it ends so you end up stuck sometimes and trapped.

The way the upgrades work is not really explained some are useless so a lot of trial and error will be needed ,buy the wrong one
at the wrong time and you will get stuck unable to progress.

If you are patient and don't mind really hard games look for it in the sale you may get a few hours out of it there are some good
things about it like the nusic and for the money you get a lot of levels and they do vary.. Experiences like this are why I got my
Vive. I used a wireless xbox 360 controller, and genuinely didn't miss the motion controllers due to the 'point and click' style
game play. It's also room scale.

I also really enjoyed the pace of the story and it's realistic approach. It's a bit 'easy' but it's a pretty good middle ground between
game and 'experience'. I want more stuff exactly like this for VR!. This game is awesome! Very challenging double maze type
levels. I really love the theme\/ design and storyline. Also has a great soundtrack :). Runs at 60fps on gtx 960m better than 30fps
of consoles peasants. But, Sakuya Izayoi. Where?. Very hard, very satisfying. A perfect mix of micromanagement,
townbuilding, strategy and RPG elements. Played it for 47 hours here, and probably a 1000 more on GoG. It's so good i fracking
bought it twice!

Also, try getting the New Horizons mod, it expands the (already massive game) greatly!
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A game with a good concept but poor implementation. Modes don't feel that varied. Controls seemed a little bit awkward, and at
times unresponsive. A poor showing for something that has time sensitive elements to it. More frustrating than it's worth.. Lol
funny game. This game is not bad in any regard, yet not on Madden's level either. It is a simple but challenging game of football
using Canadian rules of play. The passing game has been touched up, but there are still head scratching drops in game, especially
when the ball hits the wide open receivers chest and falls to the ground. I've also experienced a bug against the computer, it was
going for a 2-point conversion and caught the ball in the endzone but the 2 points weren't counted. With a few touchups, more
animations and more plays like fake field goals, onside kicks, play action passes, etc. This is an excellant game. If the price is
holding you back, think of it as an investment into the future of football games (especially on the PC), and a step closer towards
an officially licensed CFL video game.

P.S. The provided teams did not appeal to me at all, but there is a mod out there that replaces them all with the CFL teams,
along with those team's rosters.. Award for worst voice acting ever? Probably. Fun underwater space-esque battles? Yes.. The
game so far is pretty short, just one chapter, but I really enjoyed what I played. Needs some work, but what's there feels like a
really solid foundation. Really looking forward to seeing what this turns into. And at the price, I'd very much recommend it.. I
really like this route mainly because it covers the era of steam, which is an era where I was fortunate to spend 3 great years
working in, in New Zealand.
I definitely prefer British Routes and Steam because they are the most like the NZ countryside and the 4-wheeled wagons look
so much like those I saw and worked with.
PRO.
The two scenarios I have run to date are very well thought through, with lots of AI traffic to keep the run interesting.
The B1 loco appears to have been updated from the original one, in that the head and taillights appear to be brighter, the whistle
works with both the spacebar and the "B" key {I don't remember the original having 2 whistle options. Also I believe the engine
sounds are a little more "Robust?".

CON.
Some of the Housing near Basford and Basford North appears to have been added in a bit of a rush, quite a few are at an
obscure angle to the terrain and I noticed one block very close to the embankment have their backyards buried.
Hopefully these anomallies can be fixed with a patch in the near future.
DTG have already fixed a problem with the first scenario, that was not recording any Career points. That was fixed very
quickly.

Overall, for me, due to the era and interesting playability I will give this route a 9 out of 10.. The "game" has no point your a
cube and you have to color the entire world you do this by holding down one of the directional buttons until you make it around
the world, while occasionaly hitting a tree to refill the color you have. The massive amounts of achievements that this game has
are pointless and range from literally pressing a button to actually impossible. No joke it is impossible to color the entire world
because of how ♥♥♥♥ed the map and npc's are, first of all the map is huge and its going to take at least an hour to get a chunk
of it done, secondly some npcs also spread around there own colors so you have to cover there colors up with you own, and
finally the map doesn't tell you the difference between the colors your spreading and the colors the npc are spreading so its
impossible to even finsih the main goal of the game. Overall its a piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥that even if i was payed to beat this game i
would not.. This is just bad.. This is an incredible short and sweet game. The writing is fantastic and makes you adore the
characters with its unique premises. I also enjoyed the new game + mode which adds a lot of replayability with its new story
arcs. By the end, I just wanted more. I can't wait to see what this developer can push out.
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